We i n v estigate Big Bang nucleosynthesis (hereafter, BBN) in a cosmic environment c haracterised by a distribution of small-scale matter{antimatter domains. Production of antimatter domains in a baryo-asymmetric universe is predicted in some electroweak baryogenesis scenarios. We nd that cosmic antimatter domains of size exceeding the neutron-diusion length at temperature T 1 MeV signicantly aect the light-element production. Annihilation of antimatter preferentially occurs on neutrons such that antimatter domains may yield a reduction of the 4 He abundance relative to a standard BBN scenario. In the limiting case, all neutrons will be removed before the onset of light-element production, and a universe with net baryon number but without production of light elements results. In general, antimatter domains spoil agreement b e t w een BBN abundance yields and observationally inferred primordial abundances limits which allows us to derive limits on their presence in the early universe. However, if only small amounts of antimatter are present, BBN with low deuterium and low 4 He, as seemingly favored by current observational data, is possible. 26.35.+c,98.80Cq,25.43.+t Big Bang Nucleosynthesis is one of the furthest back{ reaching cosmological probes available. By means of comparing the predicted and observationally inferred light element abundances the cosmic conditions as early as a few seconds after the Big Bang may be scrutinized. Nucleosynthesis has thus been used to constrain, for example, inhomogeneities in the baryon-to-photon ratio or abundances and properties of decaying particles during the BBN era (for reviews on non-standard BBN see [1] ).
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In this Letter we examine the BBN process in a universe where matter and antimatter are segregated. A segregation of matter and antimatter may aect BBN abundance yields even if the average segregation scale is very small in terms of characteristic astrophysical scales. Such small scales imply annihilation of antimatter well before the present epoch. We are therefore particularly interested in the case where the universe contains net baryon number, as for example, through an excess of matter domains over antimatter domains. A baryo-asymmetric universe lled with a distribution of small-scale matter{ antimatter domains may arise during an epoch of baryogenesis at the electroweak scale. It has been shown within the minimal supersymmetric standard model, and under the assumption of explicit as well as spontaneous CP violation, that during a rst-order electroweak phase transition the baryogenesis process may result in individual bubbles containing either net baryon number, or net antibaryon number [2] . Recently, it has been argued that pre-existing stochastic (hyper)magnetic elds in the early universe, in conjunction with an era of electroweak baryogenesis, may cause the production of regions containing either matter or antimatter [3] . In general, any segregation of matter and antimatter either produced on scales larger than the neutron diusion length at weak freeze{ out, which corresponds to scales entering the horizon at cosmic temperatures below T 1 T eV [4] , or produced on superhorizon scales during earlier inationary epochs may be subject to constraint b y BBN.
Nevertheless, the study of matter{antimatter domains present during the BBN era has to our knowledge not received any prior attention in this context. Earlier work on this problem [5] has concentrated on the presence of matter{antimatter domains in baryo-symmetric universes (i.e. Omn es-model). In essence, this work showed that antimatter domains and successful BBN mutually exclude each other. Another aspect, namely homogeneous injection of antiprotons into the primordial plasma after the completion of a conventional BBN era (T . 10 keV) has been investigated by several authors [6] . The conclusion of such studies is that only a small fraction of about a few 10 3 antiprotons per proton may b e injected after the BBN epoch. Larger fractions lead to overproduction of mainly 3 He via p 4 He annihilation reactions.
Annihilation of antimatter before, or during, the BBN era may be an astonishingly quiescent process. For local net antibaryon-to-photon ratios of the order, or less, than the net cosmic average baryon-to-photon ratio, , the entropy release associated with annihilation is only a minute fraction of the entropy in the photon-pair plasma. Heating of the plasma is therefore unimportant. In the absence of turbulent uid motions and convective processes mixing of matter and antimatter should mainly proceed via (anti-) baryon diusion. Neutrons diuse most easily through the plasma and their diusion length d n at the epoch o f w eak freeze-out (T W 1 MeV) is approximately d n 10 4 cm. This corresponds to a comoving scale of 0.1 cm at T 100 GeV; in what follows we often quote length scales comoving to this temperature [7] .
We distinguish three dierent limiting cases of the inuence of antimatter domains on BBN, according to the segregation scale of matter and antimatter, or equivalently, the approximate matter-antimatter annihilation time: (a) Annihilations before weak freeze{out: No effect on the light{element abundances because the n=p{ ratio, which is important for the determination of lightelement abundances, is reset to the equilibrium value by the fast weak interactions. products may alter the abundance yields, either through their eect on weak freeze-out or by, for example, the photodisintegration of nuclei. We assume that the number of annihilations per photon is not much larger than a few 10 10 . In this case, annihilation generated e 's have negligible eect on the n=p-ratio since their number density is more than nine orders of magnitude smaller than the thermal e 's, which govern the weak equilibrium. The same holds for electrons and positrons produced in -decay which are quickly thermalized by their electromagnetic interactions. Annihilation-generatedrays cascade on the background photons via pair production and inverse Compton scattering, on a time scale rapid compared to the time scale for photodisintegration of nuclei [10] We h a v e performed numerical simulations of the lightelement nucleosynthesis in a universe with matter and antimatter domains. We have incorporated antinucleons and their weak interactions into the inhomogeneous nucleosynthesis code of [12] . This code solves the BBN network coupled to all relevant h ydrodynamic processes, such as diusion of baryons, photon diusive heat transport, neutrino heat transport and late{time hydrodynamic expansion of high-density regions. The nuclear reaction network and the thermodynamics are treated as in the Kawano-code [13] . Note that antielements are not included in our code.
Initial conditions for the determination of abundance yields are chosen to approximate a distribution of small, spherical antimatter domains immersed within ordinary matter regions. This is accomplished by performing simulations with radial symmetry of antimatter bubbles surrounded by a comparatively larger matter shell. We h a v e found that due to the large annihilation rates most annihilation takes place at the boundary between matter and antimatter domains [14] . In our model, we h a v e assumed constant and equal densities in the matter shells and antimatter bubbles, b = b . Since we used the same cosmic spatial average matter density hi = ( 1 f V ) b f V b in all simulations, this choice denes a unique relation between the fraction of space in antimatter bubbles, f V , and the cosmic average ratio of antinucleons to nucleons R = f V b =(1 f V ) b = f V =(1 f V ). It is understood that R is taken well after the QCD-transition so that there is no thermally produced baryon number, in particular, the 's reect net (anti-) baryon-to-photon ratios.
In Figure 1 we show the abundance yields of such matter{antimatter BBN scenarios as a function of the radius of the antimatter domains, r A , and for various antimatter fractions, R. All calculations are performed for average net hi = 3 : 43 10 10 , corresponding to a fractional contribution of baryons to the critical density of b = 0 : 0125h 2 , with h the Hubble constant in units of 100 km s 1 Mpc 1 . He and number densities of deuterium and 7 Li relative t o h ydrogen as a function of the radius of the antimatter region rA in comoving units [7] . Results are shown for dierent a n timatter fractions R.
It is evident from the top panel of Figure 1 that the presence of antimatter during BBN results in a reduction of the 4 He abundance compared to the abundance in a standard BBN scenario (the values at the far left of Figure 1) . The eect of 4 He-reduction is more pronounced for larger matter/antimatter separation length scales. Interconversion of neutrons into protons through residual weak interactions after the approximate weak freeze-out (T W ) and neutron decay still reduce somewhat the n=p-ratio between weak freeze-out and synthesis of 4 He. The rates for these processes are proportional to the neutron density. One may approximately assume that a xed number of neutrons are removed through annihilation on antimatter for models with the same R. Early annihilation then weakens the post-weak freeze-out reduction of neutron density compared to annihilation taking place late. When segregation length scales become too large some annihilation of antimatter occurs after the binding of neutrons into 4 He. Since this is not yet properly treated in our code, the results on length scales larger than a few cm in Figure 1 may be subject to modication, cf. [8] .
Within observational primordial abundance determination uncertainties the abundances of the other light isotopes are only signicantly modied with respect to standard BBN for large antimatter fractions. However, such large antimatter fractions produce observationally disallowed low 4 He mass fractions. It is interesting to note that there is no limit to the amount o f 4 He reduction possible. In particular, we h a v e found scenarios with large antimatter fractions where all neutrons will be removed at temperatures above T 80 keV. In such scenarios there is also negligible production of other light elements. These would result in universes, or local regions of the universe, where no light-element production in the early universe occurs, but which, nevertheless, have net baryon number (cf. [5] ).
In Figure 2 we compare approximate limits on the amount of antimatter from our BBN studies to similar limits derived from distortions of the cosmic microwave background radiation (CMBR). Whereas for r A between the neutron diusion length at weak freeze-out and onset of 4 He synthesis the constraints derive from an underabundant production of 4 He, for larger r A limits are due to CMBR distortions. Input of non{thermal energy into the CMBR will be fully thermalized by means of Compton and double Compton scattering at redshifts larger than z = 1 0 7 . F or the computation of the CMBR limits a characteristic annihilation redshift z of antimatter domains of size r A was computed by the equality, r A = d p (z), where d p (z) is the proton diusion length. Limits were then determined by requiring that the amount of energy released by annihilations into the CMBR may not exceed the redshift-dependent observationally allowed release of nonthermal energy into the CMBR as given in [15] .
The BBN constraints on antimatter may be used, in turn, to constrain processes occurring in the early universe before the BBN epoch. In the electroweak baryogenesis scenario by [2] individual bubbles of broken phase during a rst-order electroweak transition create either net baryon or antibaryon number. Segregation of matter and antimatter is expected on the electroweak bubbles scale, l EW N , which has been estimated to fall in the range l EW N (10 5 10 1 )l EW H , with l EW H the electroweak horizon scale l EW H 2cm(T = 100GeV) 2 [17] . Observable signatures in the BBN yields for such segregation scales are not anticipated. Nevertheless, some scenarios of [2] In this case the eective segregation scale of a realistic distribution may w ell exceed the bubble scale. Meaningful limits on the models by [3] from BBN are more probable. Here stochastic matter{antimatter distributions are produced by preexisting (hyper)magnetic elds. Segregation scales are not related to l EW N , but to the coherence scale of the magnetic elds. Assuming equipartition between the energy in the magnetic elds and radiation, a scale-invariant magnetic eld distribution, for example, may yield average (anti-) baryon-to-photon ratios as large as jj 10 5 on the scale d n (T W ). Even though scale-invariance may be unrealistic, a similar scenario with a factor 10 5 smaller uctuation amplitude already leaves an imprint on the BBN abundances. In any case, uctuation amplitudes as large as jj 10 5 have not been properly investigated in this Letter due to the inuence of pions. It is further dicult to assess and model a realistic three-dimensional matter{antimatter distribution and its BBN yields.
FIG. 2. Schematic limits from BBN and CMBR distortions
on the ratio of antinucleons to nucleons, R, allowed to be present in the early universe, rA is again given in comoving units [7] . The constraint for large antimatter fractions is somewhat uncertain due to the neglected inuence of pions, as discussed in the text.
It is tempting to speculate about BBN yields from stochastic distributions with net cosmic larger than that inferred from standard BBN. Local regions with large R do not contribute to the light element nucleosynthesis but contribute to b . If the protons of such regions are mixed with the yields of regions at low R and low a s w ell as high , some relaxation of the bound on b inferred from standard BBN may result. It seems, however, not easy to satisfy simultaneously observational constraints on all the light-element abundances at much larger b . It is also not clear if such scenarios would require extreme ne-tuning of uctuation parameters.
In summary, w e h a v e i n v estigated BBN in the presence of matter{antimatter domains. We h a v e concentrated on the study of BBN with small antimatter fractions at the canonical cosmic net baryon-to-photon ratio 310 10 . Surprisingly, a n timatter fractions of the order R . 1% surviving to the epoch of weak freeze-out may considerably alleviate the long-standing tension between the primordial 4 He and deuterium abundances in standard BBN and their observationally inferred limits [18] . Even though other modications of BBN have been proposed which also yield low 4 He and deuterium [19] , our model may h a v e some motivation from electroweak baryogenesis scenarios which m a y generate antimatter domains.
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